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"The best-selling inserts that are
breaking the internet."

"BOOMBA are the boobs
new BFF."

"BOOMBA's ultra-thin sticky bras
are a must-have for this summer."

featured in

and many more

"The Invisibra from BOOMBA is
an absolute game-changer."

"BOOMBA's Ultra Boost Inserts
are not kidding about the 'boost'."

"BOOMBA is one of the best
bra alternatives."

"The holy grail of bras."

"The best wedding
accessory of 2022."



Ultra Boost Inserts

Sizes: AA, A, B, C, D, E cups
RRP $55 | WSP $25

The most padded insert on
the market. The go-to for
that wow factor. Instantly
boost up to 2 cup sizes.

boomba's
All stars

BOOMBA inserts remove the limitations of straps and buckles.
Wear plunging necklines and bikinis with confidence.

 
Our unique patented double-sided inserts stick to your skin and clothing

for added security, ensuring it stays discreet throughout the day.

Invisible Lift Inserts

Four sizes fit AA to G cups
RRP $55 | WSP $25

Our lightly padded double-
sided adhesive insert is
designed to lift and create a
natural push-up effect. 

Demi Boost Inserts

Three sizes fit AA to E cups
RRP $55 | WSP $25

This padded insert is
specially designed for demi
cup styles. Instantly boost up
to 2 cup sizes. 
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BOOMBA Inserts

Comes in 6 different styles.
Lift it, stick it, instant
cleavage. These sweat-proof
inserts have adhesive on
both sides so they stay
hidden under clothing, while
preventing nipple slips. No
sewing required.

Before and after photos of the model using the Ultra Boost Inserts.
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"The best-selling
inserts that are

breaking the internet."
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Ultra Boost Inserts

Sizes: AA, A, B, C, D, E cups
RRP $55 | WSP $25

The most padded insert on
the market. The go-to for
that wow factor. Instantly
boost up to 2 cup sizes.

Recommended for tops,
dresses, and swimwear with
structure in the chest area.
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"BOOMBA's Ultra Boost
Inserts are not kidding

about the 'boost'."
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Demi Boost Inserts

Three sizes fit AA to E cups
RRP $55 | WSP $25

This padded insert is
specially designed for
demi cup styles. 

Stick it inside wedding
dresses, bras, bandeau
bikinis, etc. for a natural-
looking boost in size.
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"The best wedding
accessory of 2022."
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Invisible Lift Inserts

Four sizes fit AA to G cups
RRP $55 | WSP $25

Our lightly padded double-
sided adhesive insert is the
most versatile insert we
offer. 

This insert can be cut to fit
most clothing. Instantly lifts
and creates a natural push-
up effect.
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"BOOMBA is one of the
best bra alternatives."
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Perfect Boost Inserts

Sizes: A, B, C, D cups
RRP $55 | WSP $25

These abalone-shaped
inserts are designed to add
up to one full cup size.

These inserts help to achieve
a fuller look under plunging
necklines and bikinis.

 

Subtle Lift Inserts

One size fits A to C cups
RRP $55 | WSP $25

These lightly padded inserts are
specifically designed to provide a
subtle lift while also providing
security against embarrassing
wardrobe malfunctions. Perfect for
wedding dresses with sheer bodices.

The Perfect Boost Inserts add a full cup size to the bust.
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Micro Lift Inserts

Two pairs/box
Two sizes fit AA to C cups
RRP $55 | WSP $25

Designed specifically to stay
hidden under micro bikinis,
these lightly padded inserts are
perfect for providing lift and
preventing nip-slips. Rock your
micro bikinis with confidence!

Our Fashion Tape is gentle on the skin, yet strong enough to last all day.

Fashion Tape
20 strips/tin
1.8 cm * 7.5 cm | 0.7 in * 3 in
RRP $10 | WSP $3

Clear adhesive strips that hide
discreetly under your clothing
for an extra level of security. 
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BOOMBA Invisibra 

Sizes: A, B, C, D cups
RRP $35 | WSP $15

The world’s thinnest sticky
bra for seamless coverage.
No bumps, no ridges. 

Say hello to amazing
coverage and comfort. Our
ultra-thin sticky bra is
designed to blend in
seamlessly with your skin,
staying undetectable even
under the thinnest fabrics.

 

Competitor's sticky bra v.s. BOOMBA Invisibra.
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"The Invisibra from
BOOMBA is an absolute

game-changer."
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Magic Padded Sticky Bra

Sizes: A, B, C, D cups
RRP $31 | WSP $11

Uniquely designed to add up to
two cup sizes discreetly.

The natural padding eliminates
the look of bulkiness that other
padded sticky bras usually
have. Ours is designed to curve
with your breasts, creating a
fuller look.

 

Demi Sticky Bra

Sizes: A, B, C, D cups
RRP $31 | WSP $11

The bra cups in our Demi 
Sticky Bra is cut lower to
ensure it always stays hidden
under your top. Perfect for
straight necklines.

 

Our Magic Padded Sticky Bra discreetly adds up to two cup sizes.
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BOOMBA Sticky Bra 

Sizes: A, B, C, D, E, F cups
RRP $30 | WSP $10

BOOMBA Sticky Bra is
lightweight and provides the
full coverage of traditional
bras without the weight,
bumps, and ridges.

 

BOOMBA's lightweight sticky bra, now available in six sizes.
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"The holy grail of bras."
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Regular Body Tape

Length: 5 m | 16.4 ft
Width: 5 cm | 2 in
RRP $15 | WSP $6

Designed to contour with your
shapes, our body tape is gentle
yet strong, providing long-lasting
results for up to 12 hours.

MEGA Body Tape

Length: 10.1 m | 33 ft
Width: 7.5 cm | 3 in
RRP $25 | WSP $12

Due to popular demand, BOOMBA
Body Tape is now available in our
MEGA size! 

It is 50% wider to provide maximum
support and lift for bigger breasts.
The extra width allows for a stronger
hold while using less tape. Suitable
for all sizes.

 

Regular Body Tape
(Photos to scale)

MEGA Body Tape
(Photos to scale)

Our MEGA Body Tape is 50% wider AND doubles the length of our regular size.
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BOOMBA Magic Nipple Covers are washable and reusable.

Satin Nipple Covers

10 pairs / box
Diameter: 7.5 cm | 3 in
RRP $8 | WSP $3

Our satin nipple covers lay
seamlessly against your skin.
Long-lasting and gentle,
these nipple covers are a
staple in every wardrobe.

 

Magic Nipple Covers

Types: Adhesive / Non-Adhesive
Diameter: 8 cm | 3.15 in
RRP $30 | WSP $8

Seamless, lightweight, with a
skin-like finish, these Magic
Nipple covers are sure to blend
effortlessly into your skin,
staying undetectable under your
top.
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*Pricing in USD and subject to change.

Email
wholesale@getboomba.com

 
Website

www.getboomba.com
 

Instagram
@BOOMBAOFFICIAL
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Contact Us
wholesale@getboomba.com
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